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Career Tip: Be Careful With Your Worlds And Career Tip: Be Careful With Your Worlds And 
Devote Yourself To Your Work.Devote Yourself To Your Work.

2020 will be an extremely lucky year for you—tons of

auspicious  stars  are  present  in  your  chart!  This  is  the

perfect chance to seize the day and show the world what

you’re capable of. While there are also some unlucky stars

in certain sectors, the effect of the lucky ones will easily

negate  them all  and  transform troubling  situations  into

fortunate  ones.  You can expect  to  be very  popular  this

year in your work life—not only will your colleagues and

friends be greatly supportive, you may also receive great

advice and guidance from some influential forces, which

will further advance your career. 

Due to the presence of the “Rolling Tongue” unlucky

star in your charts, you’re advised to be careful with your

words this year, in case you say something that would ruin

all you’ve worked for. The stars also predict a year of great

creativity,  so  if  you  devote  yourself  fully  to  your  work,

you’ll  definitely  create  something  beautiful  and  find

yourself  greatly  admired!  A  promotion  or  raise  is  likely

waiting for you between autumn and winter. People born

in the year of the ox and, to a lesser degree, people born

in the year of the sheep, will be great help in your career

advances this year. Forge sincere work relationships with

them and your work process will be sped up in leaps and

bounds! The luckiest career choices for you this year are

those related to “metal” and “earth”.

Finance Tip: Your Finance Luck Is Looking Up, Finance Tip: Your Finance Luck Is Looking Up, 
But Don’t Be Too Greedy!But Don’t Be Too Greedy!

This is an extremely lucky year for you when it comes

to finances. Your regular income source will  yield fruitful

rewards,  and  you  can  also  expect  extra  earnings  from

other sources. Manage your finances well and this will be a

greatly profitable year. Summer and winter are both great

times for you to start your own business or purchase real

estate, but don’t go overboard. Due to an unlucky star in

your  finance  sector,  Xianchi,  you  are  advised  to  avoid

overindulgence in alcohol and sexual activities, as these

may both lead to overspending. Your luck in side ventures

seems to be looking up, so you can look forward to some

surprise  winnings—just  don’t  gamble  your  whole  year

away!

Health Tip: Steer Clear Of Alcohol And Sexual Health Tip: Steer Clear Of Alcohol And Sexual 
Activities, And Take Good Care Of The ElderlyActivities, And Take Good Care Of The Elderly

You will likely have a healthy year ahead of you—not

only physically but also mentally. Expect to feel optimistic
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and  refreshed  at  all  times.  Even  small  illnesses  will  go

away quite  quickly.  However,  do  avoid  overindulging  in

alcohol  and  sexual  activities!  Also,  the  unlucky  star

“Funeral  Gown” is  in  your chart  this  year,  signaling the

importance  of  taking  care  of  the  elderly  in

your  household.  Monitor  their  health

carefully and take lots of safety measures

in your home space, or there may be a

death in the family this year.

Relationship Tip: The Heavens AreRelationship Tip: The Heavens Are
Smiling Upon You. Expect Lots OfSmiling Upon You. Expect Lots Of
Joy And Coziness In Your Life!Joy And Coziness In Your Life!

The  lucky  star  “Heaven’s  Bliss”  is

present in your chart, making this a year

full of joy in all your relationships. You’ll

not  only  get  along  in  harmony  with

your friends, relatives and colleagues,

but  also  have  great  chemistry  with  a

potential  future  spouse.  This  is,  in  fact,  a

great year to get married—the final three months of the

year are especially auspicious wedding months for you.

Rooster: Fame & FortuneRooster: Fame & Fortune
The kirin (Chinese unicorn) is a symbol of success and

prosperity, while the koi fish, pronounced liyu in Chinese,

sounds similar to li (benefits) and yu (surplus), making this

charm  the  perfect  item  for  those  wishing  for  a  good

fortune.  The  kirin  and  koi,  playing  together  on  azure

waters,  are  sure  to  bring  both  prestige  and

financial gains!

Those born in the year of the rooster

will  have a smooth year full of great luck,

especially  when  it  comes  to  your  career

and finances. Expect to ascend the career

ladder  during  this  year,  and  have  your

investments  pay  off.  This  “Fame  &

Fortune”  charm,  placed  facing  the

southwest (or in the southwest of your

home/office),  will  help  you  navigate

the  year  of  2020 and bring  you great

luck.
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